Semilocal and electroweak strings are well-known to be unstable against unwinding by the condensation of the second Higgs component in their cores. A large class of current models of dark matter contains dark scalar fields coupled to the Higgs sector of the Standard Model (Higgs portal) and/or dark U(1) gauge fields. It is shown, that Higgsportal-type couplings and a gauge kinetic mixing term of the dark U(1) gauge field have a significant stabilising effect on semilocal strings in the "visible" sector.
Cosmic strings and their observational signatures have been studied since a long time as they are expected to form in the early universe [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Even if by now it seems unlikely that cosmic strings could have significantly contributed to structure formation in the universe, string-like excitations in the Standard Model (SM) continue to be of great interest not only from a theoretical point of view, but such objects may eventually leave observable signatures, e.g., in the Large Hadron Collider [6, 7, 8] . Remarkable string solutions have been uncovered in the bosonic sector of the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg (GSW) theory (In this paper we shall refer to a generalisation of the electroweak sector of the SM allowing its parameters to take on non-physical values as the GSW theory.), for a review see Ref. [6] . A rather interesting class of models emerges by taking the θ W → π/2 limit of the GSW theory, where θ W denotes the electroweak mixing angle. One obtains this way an Abelian Higgs model with an extended scalar sector having an SU(2) global symmetry acting on the Higgs doublet, this a a prototype of semilocal models. Its strings solutions are referred to as semilocal strings [6, 9, 10, 11] and these are quite instructive to study as being potentially important object in the GSW theory. An important criterion for the physical relevance of string-type objects is their classical stability. Semilocal strings turned out to be stable only when the mass of the scalar particle is smaller than that of the (single) gauge boson, as shown in Refs. [10, 11] . The stability of electroweak strings (whose progenitors are the semilocal ones) has been considered in Refs. [6, 12, 13, 14, 15] ; it was found that for physically realistic values of θ W , electroweak strings are unstable.
Moreover there are good reasons to consider extended versions of the GSW theory by a dark sector (DS), motivated by the mystery of dark matter. In such extended models the question of the possible rôle of strings appears naturally. A minimalistic extension of the GSW theory is to couple a (dark) scalar field to the by now firmly established Higgs sector of the GSW theory (Higgs portal) [16, 17] , but there are also well motivated extensions of the GSW theory containing U(1) gauge fields in the DS [18, 19] . In Refs. [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] physical properties and possible observational signatures of cosmic strings in the DS (dark strings) have been considered. A more detailed investigation of string solutions in Abelian Higgs theories modelling a "visible" and a "dark" U(1) gauge sector was presented in Ref. [26] . In subsequent works [27, 28] semilocal-type models with a "visible" and a "dark" U(1) gauge field spontaneously broken in both sectors have been investigated. It has been observed that the stability region of semilocal string solutions with a non-zero winding number in the DS can be extended in function of the couplings between the visible and the DS. Higher winding vortices in the U(1)×U(1) model and its supersymmetric generalisation have been considered in Refs. [29, 30] . An earlier work on string solutions in a portal-type theory is Ref. [31] . In all these works only strings with non-zero winding in the DS have been considered, because of the known instabilities of "visible" semilocal strings.
The main goal of the present paper is to complement these studies on dark strings by concentrating on the influence of the DS on "visible" semilocal-type string solutions (i.e. with zero winding in the DS). We consider a U(1)×U(1) Abelian Higgs (AH) model, whose scalar sector consist of a complex Higgs doublet with (global) SU(2) symmetry coupled to a dark scalar field with an U(1)×U(1) symmetric potential, which is a simple generalisation of the model of Witten [32] . We use this simplified model to study the effect of the DS on semilocal strings. It is convenient to distinguish between two symmetry breaking patterns; either both the visible Higgs and the dark scalar field have non-zero vacuum expectation values (2VEV), or there is no symmetry breaking in the DS (1VEV). The case with 1VEV is directly relevant to the Higgs portal (scalar phantom) model of Refs. [16, 17] , whereas when the DS contains gauge fields to model interaction among the dark matter particles the symmetry must be broken in both the visible and the dark sector (2VEV case) [18, 19, 20] .
Generically, semilocal strings are unstable with respect to condensation of the dark scalar field at their core [we shall refer to such strings as dark core, (DC) ones]. In the absence of the gauge kinetic mixing, the DC strings investigated in the present paper, correspond to embeddings of the solutions previously found in Refs. [33] resp. [34, 35] into the SU(2)×U(1) symmetric semilocal model coupled to a DS. When the gauge kinetic mixing is different from zero the string solutions we consider here differ from those of Ref. [27, 28] in that our strings have nontrivial winding only in the visible sector. Our main result is the stability of DC strings with respect to small perturbations for a rather large parameter domain.
It has to be pointed out that a number of mechanisms to stabilise semilocal strings have already been investigated. In Ref. [36] , a stabilising effect due to a bound state of an additional scalar field on semilocal and electroweak strings has been found. In Ref. [37] , it has been shown that a special (dilatonic-type) coupling between the gauge and the scalar field also has a stabilising effect on semilocal strings.
In the complementary limit of the electroweak theory, θ W → 0, it has been demonstrated that quantum fluctuations of a heavy fermion doublet coupled to the string can also lead to stabilisation in Refs. [38, 39] . Stabilisation of electroweak strings due to the interaction with thermal photons has been demonstrated in Ref. [40] .
The plan of the paper is as follows: in Sec. 1 we introduce the models considered, which is followed by the discussion of visible straight string solutions in the 2VEV case and their stability properties in Sec. 2. Next we analyse the 1VEV case in Sec. 3. We conclude in Sec. 4 . Some details have been relegated to various appendices: scalar masses in the 2VEV case to Appendix A, radial equations of vortices to Appendix B and the linearisation of the field equations about the vortices to Appendix C.
Simple models of dark matter
In Refs. [18, 19] , a unified model of dark matter has been presented, which posits a DS with a U(1) gauge symmetry, spontaneously broken in order to avoid long range interactions. The DS is modelled by an AH model (C µ , χ), where the dark scalar field, χ, couples to the GSW theory through a Higgs portal coupling [16, 17] and the dark gauge field C µ through a gauge kinetic mixing term [41] .
We consider the following semilocal model coupled to a DS defined by the Lagrangian
where
is a slight generalisation of that of the Witten model [32] ,
The parameters
For a description of the vacua of V (Φ, χ) we refer to Refs. [34, 35] . The parameters, β ′ and ǫ, correspond to the Higgs portal and gauge kinetic mixing [41] , respectively.
The above model (1) can be viewed as the θ W → π/2 limit of the GSW theory coupled to a DS, therefore we shall refer to the fields Φ and A µ as the "visible sector"; and to χ and C µ as the DS. Apart from the local U(1)×U(1) it has a global SU(2) symmetry acting on the (complex) Higgs doublet, Φ, and we shall refer to (1) to as "semilocal-DS" model.
In the 2VEV case, for ǫ = 0, the gauge boson masses are given as m . For a detailed analysis of the effects of the gauge kinetic mixing we refer to Refs. [21, 41] . Unless the mass of the DS scalar χ is large (m χ ≫ 1 TeV) compared to SM masses, ǫ 10 −3 [18, 20] . In the 2VEV case, the dark sector Higgs and gauge bosons do not directly make up dark matter [18, 19] . As a result, there are much less stringent experimental bounds on the model parameters, e.g., if the mixing of the visible sector and the dark sector Higgs particles is small enough, and the dark sector particles are heavy enough, the model is viable.
By setting q = 0 , C µ = 0 we obtain a semilocal model coupled through the Higgs field to a dark scalar field (portal model). Assuming that there is an unbroken Z 2 symmetry in the DS, the dark scalar cannot take on a VEV (1VEV case). The main interest of such portal models is their minimality in that the dark scalar field itself can be considered as a primary constituent of the dark matter. In the 1VEV case, the gauge boson mass is m 2 A = 2, and the scalar masses are m
Due to the global SU(2) symmetry the field φ 2 stays massless. Experimental limits on the couplings can be found in Refs. [42, 43, 44] . We note that Higgs decays into the dark sector pose rather strong constraints on the coupling β ′ and dark matter density on m χ .
2 Visible semilocal strings with a broken symmetry in the dark sector
Straight string solutions in a two-component extended Abelian Higgs model with both fields having a non-zero VEV have been considered for two charged fields in Refs. [45, 46, 47] and for one charged and one neutral in Refs. [34, 35] . In the case of two electrically charged fields, unless the windings of the two scalar fields agree, the energy per unit length of such strings diverges logarithmically
2
, and their flux is fractional. In the absence of the gauge kinetic mixing term (ǫ = 0) the 2VEV vortices of Refs. [34, 35] can be embedded in the model given by Eq. (1), by setting φ 2 = 0. For ǫ = 0 the angular component of the DS gauge field also becomes non-zero. The (straight) string solutions we consider are translationally symmetric in the z direction, and rotationally symmetric in (x, y) plane, corresponding to the Ansatz
where r, ϑ are polar coordinates in the plane and the other field components (φ 2 , A r , A z , C r , C z ) vanish. Using the field equations (13) one obtains easily that the energy (14) is a monotonously increasing function of the dark charge q [see Eq. (16)]. The derivative w.r.t. the gauge kinetic mixing is given by
which vanishes at ǫ = 0, since in that case the field equation for c(r) in Eq. (13) becomes homogeneous and a standard maximum principle argument implies c(r) ≡ 0. Expanding the fields in a power series of ǫ [see Eq. (18)], the energy of the vortex can be written as
At β 1 = 2, β 2 = 3, β ′ = 2, α = 2.1, and q 2 = 1 Eq. (5) yields an excellent approximation up to ǫ 0.2. Moreover E 0 /(2π) = 0.906 and the correction is E 2 /(2π) = −0.089.
A further approximation is to consider the q 2 → 0 limit [see Appendix B, esp. Eq. (19)], in which case c 1 ≈ a 0 , simplifying the expression for E 2 :
Remarkably, E 2 in Eq. (6) is proportional to the magnetic energy of the unperturbed vortex. At β 1 = 2, β 2 = 3, β ′ = 2, α = 2.1, and q 2 = 0.1, Eq. (6) yields E 2 /(2π) ≈ −0.177. For these parameter values, Eq. (5) gives E 2 /(2π) = −0.155, which compares quite favourably.
Next we summarise the main results of our stability analysis of string (or vortex in the plane) solutions corresponding to Ansatz (3). The perturbation equations around the straight string solutions are given in Appendix C. Crucially the fluctuation equations for δφ 2 resp. δφ * 2 decouple from the other components (and also from each other). This decoupling is related to φ 2 ≡ 0 for the background solution and to the coupling structure of the DS. The (only) known instabilities of the semilocal model (without a DS) have been found in the δφ 2 sector. We argue that in the semilocal-DS model the only potential instabilities are expected to appear in the fluctuation equations for δφ 2 (and for δφ * 2 ), at least for "not too large" values of β ′ , simplifying considerably the stability analysis. Due to the translation symmetry in the t resp. z variables the linearised equations for the corresponding vector-field components δA 0 , δC 0 , resp. δA 3 , δC 3 , decouple from each other and from the other components. Exploiting the symmetries of the background string solution the linearised equations for the components Ψ ℓ =(δφ 1 , δφ * 1 , δA i , δχ, δχ * , δC i ) can be reduced to a coupled system of the form
constituting a system of 8 second order radial ODE's for a given value of the angular momentum ℓ. For more details of the small fluctuation equations we refer to Appendix C, and Refs. [48, 49, 50, 34, 35] . The coupled perturbation system (7) is not expected to give rise to instabilities at least for not too large values of β ′ , ǫ. When β ′ = ǫ = 0 the string solution reduces to an AbrikosovNielsen-Olesen (ANO) one [51, 52] in the visible sector, embedded into the semilocal-DS model with φ 2 ≡ 0 and χ ≡ η 2 . Therefore Eqs. (7) decouple into the perturbations of the ANO vortex in the visible, and that of the vacuum in the dark sector. In the visible sector the lowest eigenvalues are well known to be positive [49] [e.g., for β 1 = 2, the lowest bound state eigenvalue is Ω 2 = 1.76, the lowest continuum state is at Ω 2 = min(2β 1 , 2)], while in the DS positivity is rather obvious as we are perturbing around a true vacuum state [continuum above
Simple perturbation theoretic arguments show that for β ′ ≪ 1, ǫ ≪ 1 the spectrum remains positive. Therefore in this paper we shall investigate only the decoupled fluctuation equations for δφ 2 , which can be written as:
For ℓ = 0, the potential in Eq. (8) has a negative valley close to the origin (the core of the vortex), while for r → ∞ it is given as (n − ℓ) 2 /r 2 . The existence of negative eigenvalues depends on the depth of the attractive valley. The stabilizing effect of the scalar condensate comes from making this attractive potential valley shallower. More quantitatively, for a given value of β 1 > 1 by increasing α (remember α − β ′ > 0) the negative eigenvalue approaches zero and for some value α = α s (β 1 , β 2 , β ′ ), it actually reaches zero. For α > α s , DC vortices are then stable. Quite importantly, a large value of the coupling α is also compatible with the experimental bounds on the model, which is quite promising for electroweak-dark strings.
Numerical data are presented in Table 1 . An unstable vortex and the potential in its perturbation equation, Eq. (8), is shown in Fig. 2 , and a stable one in Fig. 3 . As the parameters are tuned, the valley in the potential around the origin becomes shallow, and the bound mode disappears. Importantly, both the Higgs portal coupling and the gauge kinetic mixing act to stabilise semilocal vortices.
In Table 1 , some numerical data of DC vortices are given for α = α s , i.e., at the value of α when the change of stability sets in. Note that to larger values of ǫ correspond lower values of α s (i.e., a larger domain of stability). One may note that the values of α s decrease of the order of O(10 −2 ) while ǫ increases from 0 to 0.2. Therefore it may appear surprising that the change in the energy is rather small and positive although ∂E/∂ǫ < 0 while ǫ changes considerably more than α. This effect can be accounted for by observing that the energy is rather more sensitive (a) β 2 = 3, 5 to a change in α than to one in ǫ, e.g. at β 1 = 2, β 2 = 5, β ′ = 2, α = 4.6, E 2 = −0.002 × 2π and ∂E/∂α ≈ −0.344 × 2π. The relative smallness of ∂E/∂ǫ = 2E 2 ǫ as compared to ∂E/∂α can be understood from Eq. (6). Since a(r) − 1 is exponentially suppressed for large values of r the main contribution to the integral is expected to come from the region of r < 1, however f (r) 2 = O(r 2 ) for r → 0, accounting for the relative smallness of E 2 . On the other hand,
In Fig. 1(a) two-dimensional slices for β 2 = 3 and 5 of the domain of stability of DC vortices are depicted schematically. For values (β 1 , α) right of the curves, there exist stable DC vortices. Fig. 1(a) shows, that the domain of stability increases as α increases, and/or as β 2 decreases. Fig. 1(b 
Semilocal strings in models with purely scalar dark matter
In Higgs portal models the DS contains only scalar fields, i.e., dark gauge fields are absent. Moreover the VEV of the dark scalars is zero to ensure an unbroken Z 2 symmetry. This case is referred to as 1VEV case in this paper.
The string solutions we consider in this section correspond to the embedding of "condensate core" (CC) strings, with
and φ 2 = 0. CC strings have been Table 2 : Stabilisation of the strings by the condensate in the 1VEV case. The value of β 1 and the energy of the vortex at that value of β 1 is displayed. Embedded ANO strings are stable for β 1 ≤ 1. The energy of the ANO vortex for β = 2 is 2π × 1.1568, and at β 1 = 1, 2π.
studied in Refs. [34, 35] . They are the zero current limits of the superconducting strings of Ref. [31] . We refer to these solutions as DC strings. The linear stability analysis of DC strings is completely analogous to that of the 2VEV case in Sec. 2. For more details of the perturbation equations, we refer to Appendix C. Again, perturbations of the field δφ 2 and δφ * 2 decouple from all other components, and satisfy a Schrödinger-type equation, Eq. (8) . The characteristics of the potential U are similar to the one in the 2VEV case; it has a repulsive (centrifugal) contribution determining its r → ∞ asymptotics, and an attractive valley close to the origin, the depth of which depends on the background vortex. Therefore the existence of negative eigenvalues depends on the characteristics of the attractive potential valley near the vortex core in V , Eq. (2). Since the positive contribution β ′ g 2 is of crucial importance, it is illuminating to estimate its influence. We have found that its parameter dependence is well described qualitatively by approximating the condensate at the vortex core simply by a constant. The minimum of the potential for Φ = 0 is at |χ| = α/β 2 . Thus in this crude approximation β ′ g 2 = β ′ α/β 2 is. Therefore, the larger α and the smaller β 2 is, the larger the domain of stability of CC vortices is.
The reference solution of the semilocal model is the embedded ANO vortex,
, χ = 0 and φ 2 = 0. It is also the unique z independent string for generic β 1 . Embedded ANO vortices have been found to be unstable for β 1 > 1 [10, 11] . We have found, that DC vortices are stable for β 1 < β 1s , where, e.g., for for β 2 = 6, β ′ = 2.3, and α = 2.05, β 1s = 1.247. Some further numerical data are collected in Table 2 . As it can be inferred from Table 2 , the domain of stability of semilocal strings gets significantly extended. A comparison of the potential U for embedded ANO and for DC vortices is shown in Fig. 4 . The stable DC solutions we found are, however, still not in the parameter range allowed experimentally (in the SM, β 1 ≈ 1.92), and the Higgs portal coupling here is also too large [42, 43, 44] .
The remaining set of fluctuation equations, for the variables δφ, δχ and δA i , have been investigated numerically in Refs. [34, 35] , and no instabilities have been found. This is in contrast with the reference semilocal (embedded ANO) vortex, which does have an instability in this sector. It has been shown, that this does not persist for the CC vortex.
Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of a dark scalar field with Higgs portal coupling and a U(1) gauge field with a gauge-kinetic mixing term on semilocal strings with a local U(1) and global SU(2) symmetry in the visible sector. The strings considered in this paper have unit winding number with respect to the visible U(1) and zero winding number with respect to the dark 
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A Scalar masses
To obtain scalar masses in the 2VEV case, we linearise the potential (2) about the vacuum φ 1 = η 1 , φ 2 = 0 and χ = η 2 , with
We also introduce new variables, δφ 1 = φ 
The Higgs particle H and the dark Higgs particle K are related to these as [21] 
The resulting scalar masses are
The second semilocal component, φ 2 remains massless.
B Radial equations
Inserting the Ansatz (3) into the field equations corresponding to the Lagrangian (1) yields the radial equations r a
The boundary conditions at the origin are demanded by regularity of the fields in the plane,
. For r → ∞ we impose a → 1, c → 0, f → η 1 and g → η 2 in the 2VEV case, and f → 1 and g → 0 in the 1VEV one.
The energy density of a field configuration in the Ansatz (3) is
In Eq. (15), V 0 is the term subtracted in the 2VEV case to set the potential to zero at its minimum. In the 1VEV case, no such term is necessary.
As the fields satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations, in the derivatives of the energy w.r.t. the parameters of the model, terms proportional to the implicit derivatives of the fields vanish, and only explicit terms remain, e.g.,
We spell out explicitly the derivative used in Sec. 2 in the 2VEV case,
where the second term is due to the subtraction of V 0 in Eq. (15) . In the 1VEV case, the derivative is the same as in Eq. (17) without the subtraction of η 2 2 . A series expansion of the solutions in ǫ is as follows,
The resulting equations of motion are obtained for a 0 , f 0 , g 0 by setting ǫ = 0 and c = 0 in the radial equations (13) . The leading order correction, c 1 satisfies
which can be approximated in the limit q 2 → 0: In this limit, the right hand side of Eq. (19) becomes the same as that of the equation of a 0 [see Eq. (13)], and therefore c 1 ≈ a 0 . Although the q 2 → 0 limit is not uniform in r, the dominant contribution in the energy correction Eq. (6) is expected to come from the core, which is numerically verified.
C Linearised equations
For the linearised field equations we use the formalism of Ref. [49] (see also Refs. [50, 55, 56] for applications to multi-component vortices).
For the 2VEV case. in the linearised field equations we introduce a set of new variables for the gauge fields,
which diagonalise the gauge kinetic terms at the cost of introducing couplings between both gauge fields and both scalars,
The linearised equations assume a particularly simple form in the background field gauge [48, 49] ,
The components δK 0,3 and δL 0,3 decouple from the rest of the variables due to the t, z independence of the background, satisfying
Infinitesimal gauge transformations act on the fields as
(24) Due to the residual gauge freedom allowed by the gauge fixing (22) , there are ghost modes, satisfying the equations ( + U KK )ξ + U KL ζ = 0 , ( + U LL )ζ + U KL ξ = 0 ,
which agree with those of the 0, 3 gauge field components, Eq. (23), and cancel part of the spectrum, including all modes in the δK 0,3 -δL 0,3 sector, therefore, in what follows, we omit these components.
The following Ansatz is compatible with the field equations, due to the cylindrical symmetry of the background, 
where K ± = exp(∓iϑ)(K r ∓ iK ϑ /r)/ √ 2 and similarly for L (note that K * ± = K ∓ ). With the Ansatz (26), the perturbation equation assume the form
where Ψ ℓ = (s 1ℓ , s * 1−ℓ , s 2ℓ , s * 2−ℓ , h ℓ , h * −ℓ , t ℓ , t * −ℓ , u ℓ , u * −ℓ ). Note that the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to k = 0, therefore in what follows, we shall only consider such perturbations. We write the 10 × 10 matrix operator M ℓ in Eq. (27) as (suppressing all zero entries) 
For ǫ = 0, the ghost mode equations (25) decouple. The visible sector one has been solved numerically; it has positive eigenvalues, which change slowly with the parameters. The DS one has a positive potential. Therefore, no modes corresponding to instabilities are cancelled by ghosts.
The formulae presented above also apply for the 1VEV case by setting ǫ = q − = 0, replacing δK µ with δA µ , and dropping δL µ and ζ altogether.
